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Song - Ek Din Fursat Film - Zindagi Rocks Singer - Sunidhi Chauhan Lyricist - Muddassar Aziz Music. -Asar Dehlavi (approx.
trans. for someone familiar) Tikriti (Greek "Creation") is an Indian spiritual song set to the music of Indian Tamil (the language
of the Tamil group of the Austro-Asiatic family), Bengali, Gandhar, Tamil-Tibetan, Sikh and other groups of melos. This is the
main sound of Indian musical singing. Its main themes are life, death, miracle, communication and love. Traditionally, several

melodies are performed simultaneously with different accents. Among the Tamils, she is called a "dancer", among the Bengalis -
a "precious bracelet", among the Gandharis - an "assistant in sounds", among the Sikhs - a "singer", etc. Muddassarov Aziz
(1916-1989) is a well-known Indian composer working in the genre of traditional Indian music. Born in Delhi. In 1922 the

family moved to Calcutta. In 1933 he entered the College of Art. He began his creative activity in 1945 with the composition of
songs, and then guitar works. In 1950, he wrote a serenade that was performed at the Cagliariz House for the Blind. In 1953, in

Benares, he recorded the Tamil folk song "Nirmala". In the 1950s worked in Kerala. In 1965 he released his first album in
Kumaon. In the 1970-80s. made a big tour around the world, gathering stadiums of listeners. In 1988 he received the Ghoomala

Award for Musical Creativity. Died in Berard in 1989. Moonlight On the top of the mountain in the valley pines grow there,
And clear water, and the surf foams white.There seagulls sing songs, and marine surf cozy, And the castle walls there are high in

the mountains above the sea, And from sleeping peasants Shadows do not see. Well, the rock is like a woman that is waiting
And do not hear words The heart cries her, and does not want who
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